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poll



Remote control





https://www.nature.com/articles/sdata2018227
https://www.nature.com/articles/sdata2018227


Remote control
steps

Share screen 

Teacher provides 
(or student requests) 

Click on screen once



















Remote control
considerations

Computer only 

“Tug-o-war” 

Trust!



Remote control
considerations

Can do the reverse:
Student shares screen, 
you control (best 1-on-1)



Sharing Video

(with annotation
And a poll!)



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HJFxTsX0Ok0


Choose your browser to share video

Make sure to check these boxes when sharing video



Choose your browser to share video

Annotate is up here



Notes about annotate
● You have to turn “annotate” off by hitting 

the pencil icon again before you can interact 
with the material again (e.g. hitting play on 
your video).

● Be sure to hit “clear all drawings” 
before you keep going

● You can allow your students to annotate as well 



How to write a poll

It’s way down here

Start at the “meetings” tab on Zoom.us
Schedule a meeting, then edit the details.



Poll
considerations

It’s really just a poll

Can’t identify responses 
in real time

Only multiple choice



Realistic role play



Dialogue - take 1
A: Hi, how can I help you today? 

B: I’d like the grilled cheese sandwich. 

A: Sure! And would you like that with fries 
or with a salad? 

B: With a salad.

A: Sounds good, I’ll have that right out!



Dialogue - take 2
A: Hi, how can I help you today? 

B: I’d like the grilled cheese sandwich. 

A: Sure! And would you like that with fries 
or with a salad? 

B: With a salad.

A: Sounds good, I’ll have that right out!



Virtual backgrounds
steps

Click arrow in Start Video

Choose Virtual 
Background...

Add Image + upload















Computer audio
steps

Get audio ready

Click Share Screen

Advanced tab

Computer Audio

Share

Press play













Realistic role play
considerations

Plan ahead

Shares ALL audio

Increases challenge



whiteboard









outtakes





reactions



● Look at the picture
● Choose an emoji
● Explain why you chose it





reactions
steps

Click Reactions button

Select one! 

or click “...” for more 
options 















reactions
considerations

Emojis: 10 seconds

others: stay up until 
clicked again

Activities

practicing adjectives 
reacting to photos



Annotate
(from a phone)



Annotate
(from a phone)

steps

Tap on shared screen

Tap on circle with pencil

Choose tool

Draw!









Annotate
(from a phone)

considerations

Manual erase (no clear)


